
FIVE FORCES TOY INDUSTRY

Mattel, Inc. managers can use Porter Five Forces to understand how the five competitive forces influence profitability
and develop a strategy for enhancing Mattel, Inc. competitive advantage and long term profitability in Toys & Games
industry. Porter Five Forces is a holistic.

They prefer to play with more sophisticated toys. Plastic is produced with oil and there is no chance for Lego
to bargain with oil companies. A major entry barrier in the toy industry is customer loyalty. Threat of
substitute product The threat of substitutes are growing with the continuous growth in demand, with children
at a very young age having access to high technological gadgets and platforms This has driven toy companies
to incorporate more technology within their products, as toy companies are now in direct competition not only
with other toy products but also with traditionally non toy products such as, Tablets, computers, smart phones
and even Mp3,s offering gaming within their technological platforms. This blog entry does not claim to be a
complete analysis or completely correct. The official version now draws 90, players daily. Porters 5 Forces
Analysis Substitutes pressure very high :The highest pressure for Lego comes from substitute products.
Threats of Substitute Products or Services When a new product or service meets a similar customer needs in
different ways, industry profitability suffers. There is a weak influence of potential entrants to Lego. Chinese
products are often not as thoroughly controlled for quality. We will continue. The toy industry is oligopolistic
in nature with very few companies in China. Many outside forces create the market environment, and
successful managers are those who analyze these effects. A strength of lego is clearly its product quality.
Kaiser Family Foundation found that young people, aged , spent seven and a half hours seven days a week
consuming media Music, videos, blogs, social media, etc. However, Lego Company has been in existence for
at least 75 years. Technological innovations change the capabilities and features of toys. Are there any
strategic groups? The advantage for the toy industry is once an "it" electronic product hits the market; it can be
replicated without the financial strains of research and development and marketing that the host firm endured.
Managers at Mattel, Inc. Young children are expecting more stimulation from their playthings than before to
capture and hold their attention. Which of the five forces drive profitability in this industry? These actions of
putting a substitute cheap version of the game, could have a negative impact on your customer base, especially
in the public eye, on a network like facebook that has billions of users and potential customers. Lego
mindstorm robotics is used in schools and colleges worldwide. This manner of built in customer loyalty is
hard to break. The threat of a substitute product or service is high if it offers a value proposition that is
uniquely different from present offerings of the industry. This can be very complicated and confusing for
example both Mattel and Hasbro have the rights to the board game Scrabble Hasbro has rights in North
America, Mattel has them everywhere else. I never worked for legoâ€¦ It is an extract from my work at
university. These factors include demographic, economic, technological, natural, political, and cultural.
Competitive Rivalry in the Industry The Completive rivalry in the toy industry is fierce and diluted with
numerous alternatives popping up everyday, with new platforms arising contentiously within this business
sector, with companies and new toy products fighting for the limited shelf space, within all the same stores
throughout the retailing world, with companies using all the resources possible to gain the competitive
advantage over their competitors. These companies also offer their products in age group stages that allow the
customer to grow with the products the company offers. Lego has tried to ensure that substitutes have given
them much problem. Power of the Suppliers The materials used within the production of 1UpToys products,
for example plastics, paper, cardboard, computer chips and cables, are available from a wide range of
suppliers , but are susceptible to market related pricing, e. This is because that all that is required for them to
enter into the industry is new ideas and new technology. By understanding the core need of the customer
rather than what the customer is buying. New products not only brings new customers to the fold but also give
old customer a reason to buy Mattel, Inc.


